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its very possible that the steering and engine control bus on your vehicle is the same protocol as
your main diagnostic bus. in the case of a Subaru I have, if I swap the wires, I get steering and
engine control on the new bus. For my rare day job as a workshop mechanic it makes much more
sense to swap wires on the initial cost then upgrade the diagnostic port. I work on many different
makes and models and have never seen a vehicle with a different protocl on a different bus. It
makes more sense to spend the money on the tool than try to swap wires. The tool is great, but I
wish that it could tell me what codes have been accessed before. The problem I run into with all
these tools is to to find one that isn't a clone of a tool we already have, and that has some real
advanced diagnostic features. So far though I've seen every tool in the store with the exception of
the newer OBDII-II. maybe samsung u900 is a good device for you,simply connect to your vehicle
and directly diagnose all electronic device through wireless communication,and simply check all the
details in your vehicle,such as new tyre pressure,fuel level,ECU problems,good, bad,
malfunction,etc.samsung u900,the u900 is a new technology of samsung in car,so much
easy,fast,convenient, can directly diagnose all electronic device in your car,and can also as a mobile
phone control.so it can make car automatic driving from speed of car up to 100km/h,at the same
time can test speed,acceleration,brake etc,and even can diagnose new car tyre pressure.
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once the diagnostic system interface is connected, you will be taken to the main menu. on the first
page, which is the diagnostic system settings page, you will need to have internet access to

complete the process. on the next page, you will be able to check if the diagnostic system interface
has been initialized properly. for the c-iii plus, if the diagnostic system interface initialization is
successful, the system will automatically be connected to the computer via bluetooth. once the

diagnostic system interface has been initialized, you can access the detailed system information. you
can also use the settings to view the bluetooth connection settings or the battery information. at a
later date, you can access the diagnostic system interface via the home screen of the c-iii plus. the

connection is very similar to the way it is initiated via the diagnostic system interface. when
selecting the diagnostic system interface via the home screen, you will be directed to the interface.
you will need to select start in order to begin using the interface. the interface will show the detailed

information on the vehicle condition, including the engine, transmission, chassis, and chassis
components. once a vehicle is identified, the diagnostic system interface will display the detailed

vehicle condition information. if you want to see more detailed information on the vehicle condition,
use the shift+page down/up keys to scroll through the diagnostic system interface. the interface also
has an engine window. this window allows you to see the engine condition. this window will give you

access to such information as the engine oil level and filter, engine oil temperature, oil filter
pressure, engine coolant temperature, and more. the interface includes a chassis window that will
give you information on the chassis components. this includes the position of the airbags, brake

system, and the position of the doors. you can also use the interface to check the battery
information and compare the battery capacity to the one calculated by the diagnostic system

interface. 5ec8ef588b
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